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The purpose of the Smoke Management GIS System is to build a customized
ArcMap application to work in conjunction with the Montana/Idaho Smoke Management
Program's Bum Reporting System. A custom toolbar extends the ArcMap interface,
allowing the user to access, update, and analyze data in the Bum Reporting System from
within the GIS environment. The application interacts with data in the Bum Reporting
System's Microsoft SQL Server database on the server via the Intemet, using XML Web
services. It also utilizes the Data Transformation Services package to import
meteorological data from the BlueSky website into the SQL Server database to facilitate
the analysis of prescribed bums. The smoke management toolbar enables users to
perform a variety of tasks: map proposed, approved, and completed bums by date;
authorize proposed bums; provide quick access to ArcMap's standard tools; and analyze
prescribed bums with weather forecast data, all on a local desktop environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1.

Background

Fire is a natural, normal process in many ecosystems. It is a beneficial and necessary part
of maintaining a healthy forest and the diversity of plant and animal life. Prescribed
burning is the knowledgeable and controlled application of fire to a specific land area to
accomplish planned resource management objectives. It can help forests grow better,
create better habitat for wildlife and domestic animals, reduce the intensity of naturally
occurring wildfires, and return an integral process to some ecosystems.

The Montana/Idaho Airshed Group is composed of members (burners), who conduct
prescribed burning in their states, and regulatory and health agencies (administrators and
managers) that regulate the burning. "Airshed" is a geographical area in which
atmospheric characteristics are similar.[l] The intent of the Airshed Group is to minimize
or prevent the impact of smoke on communities while using prescribed bums to
accomplish land management. The effective management of smoke dispersion fi-om
prescribed bums is important in sustaining air quality.
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The previous system the Airshed group utihzed for the reporting and approval of
proposed burnings was extremely inefficient. It employed telephones to report prescribed
burnings and an MS Access database located on the prescribed bum administrator's
computer to store the data. Using this system, burners proposing new prescribed bums
had to call the bum administrator in advance to have the information for the proposed
bums entered into the database on the administrator's computer. Every aftemoon, the
administrator opened the database to analyze and approve the proposed bums for the next
day- If the administrator was not in their office, they had to take detailed notes over their
cell phone in order to enter the information into the database later. It was a tedious
process and inconvenient for both bumers and administrators.

1.2.

Project Scope

Due to the number of agencies and organizations involved, the need for a computerized
information system became necessary to maintain the flow of data from prescribed
buming in Montana and Idaho. The National Center for Landscape Fire Analysis at the
University of Montana designed the Montana/Idaho Smoke Management Program
(Airshed) to fit the Airshed Group's specific needs.

The Airshed system consists of three separate but interconnected systems; the Bum
Reporting System, a burner Web application that interacts with a Microsoft SQL Server
database called Airshed database to provide the front-end for Airshed members to view
and propose prescribed bums; the Administrator System, an administrator Web
application that allows the agencies to access, edit, and update the information on
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burnings from

any computer with an active Intemet connection; and the Smoke

Management GIS System, a custom AtcMap appUcation that assists in the analysis and
approval of bums. The overview of the system is shown in Figure 1-1.
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SQL Server 2000 DTS
Package

Bum Reporting
System

Administrator System

(Gets Meteorological Data
from the Web)

(Web-based application
for
burners to view and
propose bums)

(Web-based application
for
agencies to access, edit, and
update prescribed burnings)

Execute DTS
package daily in the
early morning

SQL Server 2000

SQL Server 2000

Meteorological Data

Airshed Data

Web Services
(Interoperative Smoke
Management GIS System with
remote databases)

Smoke Management GIS System
analyze and authorize bums

Figure 1-1 Overview of the Airshed Project
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The Airshed project is comprised of the six process steps, as shown in Figure 1-1. The six
steps are as follows:
1. The Web-based application (Bum Reporting System) for bumers enables them to
enter and access the prescribed burning data that belongs to the bumer.
2. The Web-based application (Administrator System) allows agencies to access, edit,
and update the prescribed burning data in the Airshed database.
3. The Data Transformation Services (DTS) package downloads meteorological data
(weather forecast) from the Web and imports it into the database to be used for the
Smoke Management GIS System.
4. The DTS package is scheduled to automatically retrieve new meteorological data
daily.
5. The Web Services provide access to the remote databases over the Internet for the
Smoke Management GIS System.
6. The Smoke Management GIS System conmiunicates with the remote databases to
map the locations of prescribed burnings together with meteorological data layers that
support the analysis of the bums for smoke management.

When the author started working on the Airshed project, the only available component
was the bumer website (Bum Reporting System) interacting with the Access database.
The author also developed the Administrator System, but it will not be included in this
paper. This paper aims to demonstrate a way of designing and implementing the Smoke
Management GIS System and related databases, which includes steps 3, 4, 5, and 6
described above.
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U

Smoke Management GIS System

U.l

Problem Definition

The primary design goal of the Smoke Management GIS System is to create practical and
easy to use tools for prescribed burning administrators. It is intended for the
administrators, who previously had to approve prescribed bums via the database and to
analyze the burning data back and forth with the meteorological data on the Intemet.
With the Airshed system they can save time and achieve greater precision in analyzing
the impact of bumings.

Utilizing the existing Bum Reporting System, administrators had to approve prescribed
bums via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to convey data between the database and their
machines daily. As the number of agencies and organizations increase, the Access
database is no longer adequate for this purpose because it limits the number of users who
can simultaneously access the data. Thus, the Airshed Access database has to be moved
to a SQL Server database. However, SQL Server software is expensive and it is not
practical to install SQL Server on administrators' machines.

1.3.2 System Objective
The main objective of this research is to design a proper architecture for the Smoke
Management GIS System and implement it in the real world. The detailed objectives are
the following:
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• Automatically download meteorological data from the Web and import it into the
database daily;
• Provide remote Airshed database access, information updating, and bum
mapping;
• Integrate bums layers with the meteorological data in the customized ArcMap;
and
•

Develop an efficient system to allow for more precise analysis of prescribed
bumings.

1.4 Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes Microsoft's Component
Object Model (COM), ActiveX DLL, and Microsoft SQL Server Data Transformation
Services (DTS) technologies. A solution is presented for transforming and importing
meteorological data from

the Web into the database to be used for the Smoke

Management GIS System. Chapter 3 provides key features of Web Services technology,
together with the Web Services architecture and Web Services programming stack. The
design and implementation of the Airshed and the Meteorological data Web Services are
introduced as well for interoperating the Smoke Management GIS System with the
remote databases on the server. Chapter 4 explains the basic ArcGIS and .NET
technologies used in developing the Smoke Management GIS System. The Airshed and
Meteorological Data databases are illustrated, the system architecture is presented, and
the detailed system implementation is demonstrated. Finally, the conclusions,
discussions, and future work are given in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Automatically Download, Transform, and Import
Meteorological Data Using ActiveX DLLs and
Data Transformation Services

The first task in developing the Smoke Management GIS System is how to automatically
download meteorological data from the Web and import it into the database daily. This
chapter presents a solution to this problem via the combination of two ActiveX DLLs,
which are built on Microsoft's Component Object Model (COM), and a Microsoft SQL
Server Data Transformation Services (DTS) package. The ActiveX DLLs have ftuictions
for downloading the data from the Web, decompressing the .tar.gz file, and saving all
Comma Separated Values (CSV) files in an addressed directory. The DTS offers a
graphical user interface and direct programming to transform data from CSV format to
Access and SQL Server data types and import it into the databases, as well as run the
ActiveX DLLs. Finally, the Job Scheduler is employed to schedule the DTS package
execution to get new meteorological data daily.
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2.1

Bacl^round

The following section strives to familiarize the reader with the meteorological data
source, the technologies used to retrieve data from the Web, as well as the introduction of
DTS package.

2.1.1 Data Source
The Smoke Management GIS System uses meteorological data from the BlueSky website
to help the analysis of prescribed burnings. "BlueSky" is a real-time smoke impact
prediction system that helps land managers anticipate the timing, location, and magnitude
of smoke impacts. The non-hydrostatic Penn State/NCAR mesoscale model (MM5),
which is a high-resolution meteorological prediction system operated by the University of
Washington, is one of the three components in the BlueSky system.[2] MM5 is a
nimierical weather prediction model that forecasts in the stability of the atmosphere and
the wind direction up to 72 hours, allowing users to analyze the potential impact of
smoke from fires.

The source URL is http://duet.cfr.washington.edu/~blueskv/2rains/mmout csv.tar.gz. It
contains the output data of the MM5 model in CSV text format files compressed into a
.tar.gz zip file. The decompressed meteorological data will be imported into the database
to be employed in the Smoke Management GIS System.
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2.1.2 Technologies
Component Object Model (COM)
Interoperability is the ability of two or more software components to directly
cooperate/conmiunicate despite differences in programming language and execution
platform. COM is a protocol that enhances software interoperability by allowing different
software components, written in different programming languages, to communicate
directly- Many technologies, such as OLE DB, ActiveX, and DirectX, are COM-based.

ActiveX DLL
A DLL file created in Visual Basic is actually an ActiveX object. This type of object is
built on COM technology and can be used by any other program that references the .dll.

An ActiveX DLL is much faster than VB Script since the .dll is compiled. That means the
file is run in machine language, which is as fast as it gets. The VBScript runs script that is
processed through a scripting engine; consequently, each step must be interpreted and
then processed.

A .dll file keeps source code hidden and safe from being viewed from the outside. Only
the compiled .dll is available on the server, not the source code. Also, ActiveX DLLs can
be easily incorporated into other environments and then constructed and packaged as
custom objects. This allows for distribution to other projects to increase the reusability of
the source code.
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2.U

Data Transformation Services (DTS)

DTS is a set of graphical tools and COM objects that can be used to extract, transfomi,
and consolidate data from different sources. The aim is to facilitate data conversion
between different data storage formats such as, Access, SQL Server, spreadsheets, or text
files. This can be accomplished by using the import/export wizard, DTS Designer, or
programming. The DTS package used in this project was created using DTS Designer.

DTS Designer makes it easy to import, export, and transform heterogeneous data. It also
supports a high degree of extensibility by allowing users to define their own transformations
using ActiveX scripts to create their own functionalities. ActiveX Script tasks written by
VBScript or JavaScript can implement objects, properties, methods, and collections of the
DTS object model that are not available in the other tasks in DTS.

A DTS package is a set of tasks designed into a workflow of steps and it can contain one
or more steps and tasks. Some of the most common connections, tasks, and workflow
objects in DTS Designer are the following:

Connections - SQL Server, Oracle, Access, Excel, Dbase, Paradox, OBDC, and Text
Files.

Tasks - FTP, Execute SQL, ActiveX Script, Transform Data, Execute Process, Send
Mail, Copy Database Objects, Data Driven Query, Bulk Insert, and Dynamic
Properties.

Workflow - On Success, On Failure, and On Completion
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2.2 Transform and Import Meteorological Data
This section describes how to download data from the Web, highlights major points in
design and implementation of the DTS package used for the Smoke Management GIS
System, and explains different ways of saving and executing a DTS package.

2.2.1 Bring Data from the Web
A good solution for bringing data from the Web into internal databases would be to use
DTS for data pickup and to use the SQL Server Job Scheduler for scheduling. DTS is a
welcome addition to SQL Server's arsenal of tools, but in its current form, DTS does not
interact well with the Web because it cannot access data by means of a URL and does not
support Web site logon authentication.

However, DTS does allow the ruiming of VBScript and COM-compliant objects from
VBScript can be activated. In this project, an ActiveX DLL is created using Visual Basic
to download BlueSky meteorological data, in the form of a .tar.gz file, from the Web by
calling the Internet Transfer Control and to return the file to the requested address as a
binary file. This ArctiveX DLL will be implemented in an ActiveX task as a COM object
in the DTS package to import the data into the database.

2.2.2 Creating the DTS Package of Importing BlueSky Meteorological Data
The DTS package created for this project employs an ActiveX DLL object to download
a .tar.gz zip file from the BlueSky website. Another ArctiveX DLL component included
in the package decompresses the zip file. This zip file consists of 61 CSV files, all of
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which contain meteorological data updated daily. The package will import these
meteorological data into the MMSout table in both the mmS library Access database and
the blueSkyMetData SQL Server database. The Access database will be used in the
personal geodatabase to join with the bum layers for analyzing prescribed bums in the
Smoke Management GIS System for the users who can access the server. The SQL
Server database will be utilized in the system for the Web Services that will be described
in Chapter 3. The overview of this DTS package is shown in Figure 2-1.

n SQL Server Enterprise Manager - [DTS Package: BlueSkyMetData]
Ele

Window

^adcAge

tle^
Cgrnectlon

J C4X
^U
^0

ijQ

Sten ^

Assign Value

^

WorfcCow

Un... ^teaeate TaWes

®

File

gtueSkylnput

Sten 5
"^^^^SkyOutpU LoopWeshOf^'

BlueSk

btueSkyMetp«a Insert Success He

./ (^Sten
Insert ^au^^nes

Figure 2-1 Overview of the DTS package

This DTS package consists the six steps illustrated in Figure 2-1. The descriptions of the
six steps are as follows:
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1. The potential woricflow starts with a Dynamic Properties task utilized for creating
global variables and assigning their values so the values can be obtained and changed
anywhere in the package.
2. An ActiveX Script task serves as the execution of the ActiveX DLLs, which
downloads a .tar.gz file from the BlueSky website, decompressing the zip file, and
putting all CSV files into the addressed directory.
3. The Recreate Tables Active Script task drops MM5out tables in the databases and
creates new ones.
4. The Get First File and the Loop Files ActiveX Script tasks, the BlueSkylnput text file

source, the Data Transformation task, and the BlueSkyOutput Access database work
together to insert the data in the CSV text files into the MMSout table. The text file
source serves as the connection that DTS uses to access the CSV files. The ActiveX
Script tasks here loop through each CSV file in the directory.
5. In order to extract data in MMSout table from Access and then load it into the SQL
server, another Data Transformation Service has to be used.
6. At the successful completion of the previous tasks, the Execute SQL task inserts a
success message into the logtable. If the package fails, a failure message is inserted
instead.

2.2.3 Saving and Scheduling the DTS Package
A package can consist of connections, tasks, and workflow objects that can be saved to
the SQL Server, a Visual Basic file, or a COM- structured storage file. Saving the DTS
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package allows it to be reused or scheduled for later execution. The DTS used for this
project is saved to the SQL Server.

Downloading and processing Web data is a task that periodically needs to be performed.
The Schedule Package wizard in the SQL Server Agent is perfect for scheduling this task.
The DTS package contributes to the difference in behavior when a package is run from
the SQL Enterprise Manager versus when it is scheduled as a job. When the package is
run from the DTS Designer in SQL Enterprise Manager, the package is run on that
specific computer. When the package is run as a scheduled job, the package is always run
on the server. Figure 2-2 shows a new job scheduling and the scheduled jobs in the SQL
Server Enterprise Manager.
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Figure 2-2 Job scheduling
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At the successful completion of the scheduled job for the DTS package, a success
message is placed in the logtable. If this job fails, the on-failure workflow task within the
DTS package automatically inserts an error message into the database showing this
failure.
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Chapter 3.

Interoperate Smoke Management GIS System
with the Remote Databases
The second challenge to designing and implementing the Smoke Management GIS
System is how to interoperate this Windows application with the remote databases on the
server. Web Services representing a new platform for software architecture make it
possible for diverse applications to discover each other and exchange data seamlessly via
the Internet.

This chapter provides a general review of Web Services technology. The Web Services
architecture is presented for a better understanding of what the Web Services technology
is and its advantages. Web Services stack is introduced to explain how to implement Web
Services. Then, two implemented Web Services and their functions will be introduced
and described. Further more, an explanation of how the Smoke Management GIS
application can benefit from Web Services technology will be given.
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3.1

Technologies

In this section, a basic Web Service is depicted. Extensible Markup Language (XML) and
Simple Object Access Protocal (SOAP) technologies used to develop a Web Service are
introduced.

The Web Service architecture and the stack are explained for better

understanding it's workflow and implementation.

3.1.1

Web Services

A Web Service is programmable application logic accessible using standard Internet
protocols.[5] A Web service is a software system identified by a Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), the public interfaces and bindings of which are defined and described
using XML. Figure 3-1 illustrates basic Web Services, in which SOAP is used as the
packaging protocol of Web Services and Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is
the standard for XML-based service description (contract).

Protocol
(SOAP)

Service

Message
(XML
format)

Application
Logic
Contract

Data

(WSDL)

Figure 3-1

Basic Web Services
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Client

Web Services combine the best aspects of component-based development and the World
Wide Web. Any SOAP aware client can call up remote Web Service by sending a SOAP
message through HTTP protocol and getting a SOAP message back in return.

In technique, Web Services are built on server side and associated with the dataset. Web
Services are less like static applications and more like functions that can be called as
needed to be incorporated into other programs.

3.1.1.1 Extensible Markup Language (XML)
XML provides a simple method for data structuring and organization, based on tags
written in text files, to reduce the problems of data incompatibility. It is a flexible way to
create standard information formats and share both the format and the data on the World
Wide Web. Thus, it makes Web Services possible.

XML can also support very complex data types and structures. An XML component can
describe virtually any type of data, map to the structure of the data, and serve as the base
language for virtually all Web Services standards.

3.1.1.2 Simple Object Access Protocal (SOAP)
SOAP is a lightweight protocol that describes how messages are sent to and from Web
Services and is a simple XML-based protocol that allows applications to exchange
information over HTTP and other protocols to communicate over the Internet. It is
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designed to enable the exchange of information in a decentralized, distributed computing
environment. Within a SOAP framework, a client sends a request in XML over HTTP to
the Web Service. In return, the Web Service sends a response to the client in XML. In
this way, it does not matter what language is used to create the request or response as
long as it is wrapped in XML. This flexibility allows developers to integrate components
built in different programming languages.

3.1.U Web Services Advantages
Web Services use XML to provide application implementation of distributed application
services and information based on platform- and language-independence. It means that
applications and people can use data and services of running on a remote computer
regardless of differences between the application server technologies running on the
remote and local machines. It also reduces system complexity when application designers
do not have to worry about implementation details of the services they are calling. Web
Services make it possible for diverse applications to discover each other and exchange
data seamlessly via the Internet.

Web Services is an emerging technology driven by the desire to securely expose business
logic beyond the firewall. Through Web services companies can encapsulate existing
business processes, publish them as services, search for and subscribe to other services,
and exchange information throughout and beyond the enterprise. Web services enable
these enterprises to be more agile by providing the technology substrate for business
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processes to communicate with one another within the organization and also across
organizations.

Web Services are easy to maintain and extensible. It is located on the Web Server side
and it will not conflict with the client computer's settings and thus will cause no
installation problems. Web Services represent black-box functionality that can be reused
without worrying about how the service is implemented.

Seciuity is a big issue for exchanging data over the Internet. To enhance Web Services
security, a variety of security strategies can be utilized such as code authentication and
role-based authentication. The usemame and password are consistently checked for
security purpose when Web Services are called. After the user's login information is
verified and the user's role for the Web Service application is retrieved from the
database, users can perform functions permitted by their roles.

3.1.2 Web Services Architecture
The Web Services architecture is based upon interactions among three roles: service
provider, service registry, and service requestor. The interactions are comprised of
publish, find, and bind operations. These roles and operations act upon the Web Services
artifacts including the Web service software module and the service description.

The service provider defines a service description for the Web service and publishes it to
a service requestor or service registry. The service requestor uses a find operation to
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retrieve the service description locally or from the service registry and uses the service
description to bind with the service provider and call or interact with the Web Service
implementation. Service provider and service requestor roles are logical constructs and a
service can exhibit characteristics of both. Figure 3-2 illustrates these operations, the
components providing them and their interactions.

Service Registry

Publish
Service
Description
Service

Service Requestor

Service Provider
Bind

Figure 3-2

Web Service architecture

3.1.2.1 Roles in Web Services Architecture

•

Service provider

Service provider is the owner of the service. In other words, it is the platform that
hosts access for the service such as a URL.
•

Service requestor

Ser\'ice requestor is a business or person that requires certain functions to be
performed. From the technique point of view, it is the application that is calling or
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initiating an interaction with a service. The Smoke Management GIS apphcation is a
service requestor.

• Service registry
This is a searchable registry of service descriptions where service providers publish
their service descriptions. Service requestors find services and obtain binding
information in the service descriptions for services during development for static
binding or during execution for dynamic binding. The presented system is a statically
bound service requestor, in which the service registry is an optional role in the
architecture, because the Web Service in the system sends the description directly to
the calling application.

3.1.2.2 Operations in a Web Service Architecture

•

Publish

A service description needs to be published so the service requestor can find it.
Where it is published can vary depending upon the requirements of the application.

• Find
The service requestor retrieves a service description directly or queries the service
registry for the type of service required. The find operation can be involved in two
different lifecycle phases for the service requestor: at design time to retrieve the
service description for program development, and at runtime to retrieve the service's
binding and location description for retrieval. The Smoke Management GIS System
retrieves the service description at the design time.
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• Bind
A service needs to be called. In the bind operation the service requestor calls or
initiates an interaction with the service at runtime using the binding details in the
service description to locate, contact, and call the service.

3.1.23 Artifacts of a Web Service

• Service
A service is a software module deployed on network accessible platforms provided by

the service provider. It exists to be called by or to interact with a service requestor.

• Service Description
The service description contains the details of the interface and implementation of the
service. This includes its data types, operations, binding information, and network
location. The service description might be published to a service requestor or to a
service registry.

3.1.3 Web Services Stack
To perform the three operations of publish, find, and bind in an interoperable manner,
there must be a Web Services stack that embraces standards at each level. The
architecture of a Web Services stack varies fi"om one organization to another. The nimiber
and complexity of layers for the stack depend on the organization. Figure 3-3 depicts the
IBM conceptual Web Services stack. The vertical towers represent requirements that
must be addressed at every level of the stack. The text on the left represents standard
technologies (tools) that apply at that layer of the stack.
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Service Flow

WSFL
Static —¥ UDDI
Direct —> UDDI

Service Publication

WSDL

Service Description

SOAP

MXL-Based Messaging
Transport

HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc

Figure 3-3

•

Web Services conceptual stack

Transport Layer

The Transport layer is the foundation of the Web services stack. This layer can
represent network protocols: HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc.
•

XML'Based Messaging Layer

In this layer, SOAP is the messaging protocol for XML. It acts as the envelope for
XML-based messages, covering message packaging, routing, guaranteed delivery,
and security.
•

Service Description Layer

Service description provides the means of calling Web services. Web Services
Descnption Language (WSDL) is the standard for defining, in XML format, the
implementations and interfaces of serv ices.
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• Service Publication Layer
Any action that makes a WSDL document available to a service requestor qualifies as
service publication, which is known as direct publication. The simplest, most static
example at this layer is the service provider sending a WSDL document directly to a
service requestor via email, for example. The service provider can also choose to
publish the WSDL document to a host-local WSDL registry or to a public or private
Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry.

• Service Discovery Layer
Service discovery, known as static publication, is any mechanism that allows the
service requestor to gain access to the service description and make it available to an
application at runtime.

• Service Flow Layer
Web Services Flow Language (WSFL) is the standard for the service flow layer at the
top of the stack. It describes how service-to-service communications, collaborations,
and flows are performed.

Because a Web service is defined as being network- or Internet-accessible via SOAP and
represented by a service description, the first three layers of the stack are required to
provide or use a Web Service. The Web Services for the Smoke Management GIS
System use this type of simple stack consisting of HTTP for the Transport layer to be
accessible from the Internet, the SOAP protocol for the XML messaging layer, and WSDL
for the service description layer.
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3.2

Web Services for the Smoke Management GIS System

This section contains the design and implementation of two Web Services for
interoperating the Smoke Management GIS System with remote databases. It also lists all
the functionality the Web Services provide.

3.2.1

Web Services Design for the Smolce Management GIS System

3.2.1.1 Development and Consumption Environment
A web service can be developed on any computer platform and in any development
environment. There are many different approaches to create or access Web Services,
which include some Web Services toolkits, such as WebSphere, Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET, and ColdFusion. Considering the proposed system's implementation and the fact
that the Airshed and Meteorology data databases are Microsoft SQL Server database, and
the GIS Smoke Management System is a GIS Windows application, Microsoft's .NET
was selected as the development platform for the Web Services.

3.2.1.2 Defining the Web Services for corresponded requests
There are two Web Services requirement categories in the Smoke Management GIS
System. One is to transform BlueSky meteorological data for analyzing the prescribed
burning. This data is very large, consisting of more than 230K rows in the database and
3500 records with each invocation. The other is to convey or update the bum records in
the Airshed database. It will be calld by the actions of mapping proposed bums, mapping
approved bums, mapping completed bums, approving selected bums, and disapproving
selected bum ftmctions. Figure 3-4 presents what components are needed to build the
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Airshed Data Web Service and Figure 3-5 shows the components for the BlueSky
Meteorological Data Web Service.

AirshedDataService

GetProposedBumsByDateO
GetApprovedBumsByDateO
GetCompletedBumsByDateO
ApproveBumsO
UnapproveBumsO
Figure 3-4 Airshed Data Web Service components

BlueSkyMetDataService

GetMetDataByDateO
GetMetDataForAirshedQ

Figure 3-5 BlueSky Meteorological Data Web Service component

3.2.2 Web Services Implementation for the Smoke Management GIS System
3.2.2.1 Meteorological Data Web Service (BlueSkyMetDataService)
BlueSkyMetDataService provides hosted spatial data via the Internet to the calling
application: Smoke Management GIS System. The Web Service does not have an
interface, but it can be visualized through Web Browsers, as Figure 3-6 shows in Internet
Explorer;

access

the

Web
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Service

by

the

URL:

http://localhost/BlueSkvMetDataService/BlueSkvMetDataService.asmx.

Figure

demonstrates the service description for this Web Service.
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Local Intranet

Service description of BlueSky Meteorological Data Web Service

As mentioned in the Chapter 2, the meteorological data is download from the BlueSky
website via Data Transformation Service (DTS) on the SQL Server and imported daily
into the databases on the server. In the Smoke Management GIS System, there are two
tools using this Web Service, which are Import MetData for Airshed and Get MetData by
DateTime. The former tool imports three-days' worth of weather forecast data, covering

both the Montana and Idaho areas, into the personal geodatabase residing on the user's
machine by calling the GetMetDataForAirshed function in this service. When the Get
MetData by DateTime tool in the Smoke Management GIS System is triggered, this Web

service sends the meteorological data at the user's requested date and time to the calling
system.
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3.2.2.2 Airshed Data Web Service (AirshedDataService)
The format of Airshed database is Microsoft SQL Server and it contains all the burning
information Airshed members entered via the burner website. The Airshed Data Web
Service

can

be

accessed

by

referencing:

http://localhost/AirshedDataService/AirshedDataService.asmx. There are five functions
to retrieve or update the bum data, as shown in Figure 3-8. The call for each of the
functions will be independent of each other for the custom tools in the system. The
service description of the Airshed Data Web Service is illustrated in Appendix A on page
59.
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^

Wranet

•

GetProposedBumsByDate

The GetProposedBums function is activated when the MapProposedBums tool in
the Smoke Management GIS System is chosen (Figure 3-8). The service returns
all the proposed bums on the date the user defined.
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Figure 3-9 Web Service interface when GetProposedBumsByDate function is activated

•

GetApprovedBurnsByDate

This function is raised by the MapApprovedBums tool, returning all the approved
bums on the requested date.
•

GetCompletedBurnsByDate

This function is called by the MapCompletedBums tool, and the service sends the
completed bums on the requested date.
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•

ApproveBums

When the user selects proposed bums on the customized ArcMap and then clicks
the ApproveSelectedBums tool, this service will set the values of the attribute
Appprove to be tme for the selected bums in the SQL Server database.

• UnapproveBurns
When the user selects approved bums on the ArcMap and triggers the
ApproveSelectedBums tool, this service will update the database to set the values
of the attribute Appprove of the selected bums to be false.
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Chapter 4

Smoke Management GIS System

The core goal for developing the Smoke Management GIS System is to create practical
and easy to use custom tools for the prescribed burning administrators. The system, in
which meteorological data, the Airshed SQL Server database, and the custom GIS tools
are successfully integrated as a .NET connected GIS application, is built on the .NET
Frameworic, consumes Web Services, and is developed in an ESRI software environment.
The system development environment will use both .NET and ArcObjects because it is
believed that they represent the best tools for building Web Services and GIS fimctions.

In this chapter, the basic ArcGIS and .NET technologies used in developing the system
are introduced. The Component Object Model (COM) is further explained for a better
imderstanding of how the spatial data is to be displayed and manipulated within the
ArcMap, COM-based standard desktop environment. The system architecture is
presented to explain how to solve the typical smoke management mapping bum problem.
The necessary steps to solve the development problems using the DTS package and Web
Services presented in the previous chapters, as well as ArcObjects programming will be
described together including how the program will assist the users in mapping,
authorizing, and analyzing prescribed burnings.
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4.1

Background

Before beginning with the implementation of the Smoke Management GIS System,
research had to be made on what technologies would be used for developing a GIS
Windows application interaction with the database on server. This section introduces an
ESRI software environment and .NET framewoik used in the development.

4.1.1 ArcGlS System
4.1.1.1 Geographic Information System (GIS)
A Geographic Information System (GIS) incorporates a set of computer-based
functionalities that provide capabilities for spatial data input, storage, retrieval,
visualization, as well as spatial analysis to support the decision-making process. A GIS
can present many different layers of information. Each layer represents a particular theme
of a map. One layer can represent proposed bums, the other layer can represent approved
or completed bums, and another layer can represent air quality or wind speed; more
layers can represent the reality images as a base map. The layers can be put on top of
each other and can also be tumed on and off, depending on what information the user
wants to view or analyze.

4.1.1.2 ArcGIS
ArcGIS provides the GIS platform to manage the spatial data and conduct the required
spatial analysis operations. It is the name of ESRI's flagship products suite for definitive
geographic analysis and mapping solutions from
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the simplest requests to the most

complex analyses.[7] ArcGIS includes client software, server software, and data
components.

The ArcGIS client software is comprised of three software products: ArcView,
ArcEditor, and Arclnfo. The core technology that binds ArcView, ArcEditor, and
Arclnfo is called ArcObjects. ArcObjects is a collection of Component Object Model
(COM) based software objects, from

which Arclnfo including three common

applications: ArcMap, ArcCatalog, and ArcToolbox is built. Application developers can
write customized and stand-alone GIS applications based on the ArcObjects software
components.

4.1.1.3 ArcGIS data formats
The data format for ArcGIS is called the geodatabase. The geodatabase resides inside a
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) that supports objects with attributes
and behavior. The BlueSky meteorological data is stored in a Microsoft Access .mdb file.
The Airshed data is stored in a MS SQL Server database on the server.

A geodatabase has three primary components:

• Feature class
Feature class is a group of features that have the same geometry type (point, line, or
polygon) and the same attributes. In the Smoke Management GIS System, bums and
wind speed are represented as points, while the cells indicating air quality are
represented as polygons.
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•

Feature dataset

Feature dataset is a group of feature classes that all share the same spatial reference.
A feature dataset consists of objects that have a geographic location and also other,
non-spatial attributes that describe the objects. For example, a set of prescribed bums
sent by the Airshed Web Service is a feature dataset.

•

Tables:

A table contains non-spatial data (without spatial reference) that can be associated
with feature classes.

4.1.1.4 ArcObjects
ArcObjects is the framework that forms the foundation of the ArcGIS applications. The
ArcObjects framework can be used to programmatically enhance and extend ArcGIS
applications. ArcObjects development has been divided up into three categories: VBA,
Custom COM objects, and stand-alone application development. The presented system
uses Custom COM objects, a set of COM components written in VB.NET, to implement
the custom tools for fast production and reusability.

4.1.1.5 ArcMap
The commercial ESRI ArcGIS 8.3 GIS-software, mainly ArcMap, has been chosen as a
base for the Smoke Management GIS System. By using ArcMap, the prescribed burning
administrators can use all of the GIS-functionality in ArcMap in addition to the custom
tools. ArcMap is built on the component library ArcObjects, allowing the system to
utilize all components of ArcMap, and thus development efforts are minimized.
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4.1.2 Other Technologies
To embed the deployment of the custom tools in the Smoke Management GIS System
within the standard desktop environment, the custom COM objects have to be utilized.
All of customizations are also based on the chosen COM-supporting language. For the
presented system, Microsoft's .NET environment and the object-oriented progranmiing
language VB.NET are selected to provide the capability to import any COM type library
and provide complete client side support for ArcObjects development.

4.1.2.1 COM for ArcGIS
COM is a component software architecture that enables the development of applications that
allows for direct communication between components, which are built from different
software components and written in different programming languages. COM specifies an
object model and programming requirements that enable COM objects to interact with
other COM objects, or even on remote machines. COM also allows for components to be
reused at a binary level, so ESRI's standard tools can be called as objects without
accessing the source code, header files, or object libraries in order to extend the system.

ESRI's ArcGIS product family is based on the COM technology frameworic known as
ArcObjects. Thus, any software application supporting COM can embed a GIS
application built from ArcObjects. As a result, the Smoke Management GIS System can
be implemented as a customized GIS application to be deployed as an embedded
component to display and manipulate spatial data within the COM-based standard
desktop envirormient.
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4.1.2.2 Microsoft .NET
Microsoft .NET is a new technology designed to change the way software applications
are written. This new technology is geared toward the efficient development of client and
server Internet applications. The new Application Programming Interface (API) is
extensive, providing everything from standard Windows application classes to Web
Services. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Web Services provide a bridge of communication
between custom tools in the ArcMap and the database on the remote machine via the
Internet.

.NET provides not only the Web Services but also the component fiamework. .NET is
not based on COM, but it's environment provides the ability to import any COM type
library and write custom COM components as well, providing complete client side
support for COM and ArcObjects development. .NET includes a new set of objectoriented programming languages such as VB.NET and C#. VB.NET code looks very
similar to VB. Also, most of ArcObjects programming examples on ESRI's support
website are written in VB6, which can be easily converted into VB.NET. Thus, VB.NET
was chosen as the programming language for the quick production of applications in
developing the presented system.

4.2 Smoke Management GIS System
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This section is the core of this paper. The Smoke Management GIS System
implementation technique and the system architecture are posed. The system database is
illustrated. It also demonstrates the detail design and implementation of the system.

4.2.1

Databases Design and Implement

4.2.1.1 Airshed Database

The Airshed data entered by burners is stored in the MS SQL Server database on the
server. It contains six tables: Authorize, Preseason, ProposedBums, CompletedBurns,
Convert, and Admin. Figure 4-2 shows a diagram of the database.

Completed
Office

Convrt

Figure 4-1

Airshed database diagram

The Authorize table stores all users information. The Preseason, ProposedBums, and
CompletedBurns tables contain the information of preseason, proposed, and completed
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bums users entered via the burner website, respectively. The Convert table is used to get
the burning location (latitude and longitude) by the value of Township, Range, and V*
Section from the user's input in the Bum Rqjorting System. The Admin table includes all
authorization attributes that indicate the permissions for specific actions.

4.2.1.2 BlueSky Meteorological Database
The BlueSky meteorological data is the output result of the numerical weather prediction
model (MM5) that forecasts in the stability of the atmosphere and the wind direction for
72 hours. The data is dovmloaded from the BlueSky website and is imported daily into
the MMSout table on the SQL Server. The data in the MMSout table does not contain
spatial references to reduce the amount of data transferred to users' machines via the Web
Services.

On the user's machine, the BlueSky meteorological data is stored in MS Access format as
a

personal

geodatabase.

The

database

has

three

tables:

mmS_grid_12km,

nmiS_crs_12km, and MMSout. The data in the mmS_grid_12km and mm5_crs_12km
tables provide the spatial references for air quality and wind speed data in the MMSout
table, respectively. Figure 4-3 depicts the three tables and the related attributes in the
database.
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Smoke Management GIS System Architecture

The Smoke management GIS System architecture has three components: users, Web
Services, and the server, as shown in Figure 4-1. The server runs the DTS package that
migrates the BlueSky meteorological data from the Internet and imports it into SQL
Server database. The Airshed data is stored on the same server. The Smoke Management
GIS System is a Windows GIS application; the system calls the Web Services to extract
or update the Airshed data according to the user's actions. When the user requires the
BlueSky meteorological data, the Web Service sends the request to the server and returns
the data back to the user over the Internet. Then the system imports the meteorological
data into the local personal geodatabase and adds the weather forecast layers in .A.rcMap
allowing the user to view, analyze, and authorize prescribed burnings.
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4.2.3

Management GIS System architecture

Smoke Management GIS System Implementation

4.2.3.1 Consuming the Web Services

The core question in developing the Smoke Management GIS System is how the custom
tools in the ArcMap communicate with the database on the remote machine via the
Internet. From the description in Chapter 3, it is clear that Web Services offer the most
benefit in cases where interoperability over the Web is desired.

In order to use functions provided by the external Web Services, the Web reference must
be added into the system. The Smoke Management GIS System is built using .NET; the
system only needs to reference the Web Service at design time. The functions provided
by the Web Services are used as if they were any other local resource. The .NET
framework will execute the functions using the appropriate protocols.
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4.2.3.2 User Interface

This implementation attempts to develop a solution (a custom toolbar within ArcMap) for
prescribed burning administrators who need to view, authorize, and analyze prescribed
burnings with meteorological data. The system user interface is shown in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4

Smoke Management GIS System user interface

Left of the ArcMap display window is the Table of Contents, showing which geographic
layers are available for display. Right is the Map Display area. This particular map
contains the Airshed and the mm5 grid_12km (air quality) layers.
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4.2.3.3 File Structure
The file structure built during installation holds the application's spatial data and custom
ArcMap document (Airshed_map.mxd), as shown in Figure 4-5. The symbols folder
contains the different customized symbols for proposed, approved, and completed bums
for easier identification. The other layers are also included in the customized ArcMap
document (Airshed map.mxd), which allow the user to turn layers on and off for easier
analysis.

$

C:\
B U Airshed

El CU id_mt_airshed_rl
El (U airshedjayers
EE LJ cities
W l~~l id_hydro
E CU idjntjcnty

IS LJ id_mt_states
S CJ images

El O mt_hydro
El CU rlalbers
El CJ symbols
El
transportation
Airshed_map

Figure 4-5

File structure of Smoke Management GIS System

An archive of bums that have been mapped is stored as .dbf tables (Figure 4-6), which
are then converted to event themes in ArcMap. The Figure 4-7 illustrates a .dbf table.
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4.2.3.4 Smoke Management Toolbar

Figure 4-8 presents the customized toolbar in the Smoke Management GIS System. The
tools are associated with particular event procedures that respond according to user
interaction. The Approve and Unapprove tools are grayed out if there are no proposed
bum layers or approved bum layers displayed on the map, respectively.
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Figure 4-8 Smoke

Management GIS System custom toolbar

4.2.3.4 Map Burns Menu

The Map Burns drop menu is comprised of three options: Map Proposed Burns, Map
Approved Burns, and Map Completed Burns. Selecting any of these options opens an

input box, requiring the user to enter a date. After clicking OK, a new feature layer
appears on the map, in which the corresponding bums are displayed in the customized
symbol.

Map Proposed Burns

When the user selects the Map Proposed Burns option, an input box opens requiring a
date be entered (Figure 4-9). After the OK button is clicked, four actions are taken:
• The entered date is validated
• The Web Service is called to get the proposed burning data according to the
entered date
• The buming data received from the Web Service is conveyed into a .dbf table
saved on the user's machine
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• A new feature layer is added to the map, in which the proposed bums are
displayed in the customized symbol (Figure 4-10). The related Attribute Table is
illustrated in Figure 4-11. The flowchart in Figure 4-12 displays the steps
executed after the Map Proposed Bums drop menu is selected.

Bum Date

il;-

Enter Proposed Burns Date
(Example: mm/dd/yyyy)

-S

OK

I

Cancel

13/26^2004
Figure 4-9

Input form to require a date for mapping proposed bums

Figure 4-10

A proposed bums feature layer with customized symbol
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Figure 4-12 Flowchart of Map Proposed Bums
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Map Approved Bums
The action of the Map Approved Bums tool is similar to the Map Proposed Bums option.
The Approved Bums feature layer represents units that have been approved for burning
on the respective date. The demonstrations can be found in Appendix B on page 60.

Map Completed Bums
The Completed Bums feature layer represents units that received active biiming on the
respective date.

The entire xmit, however, may not have been completed. The

demonstrations can be found in Appendix C on page 61.

4.2.3.5 Approve and Unapprove Burns Tools
This component takes a proposed bums layer as input and makes a selection of features
(bums) by the user. It calls the Airshed Web Service to set the approval values to be tme
for the selected bums in the remote database. The system gives the user feedback when
the action is completed. An illustration is shown in Figure 4-13 and a flowchart is
illustrated in Figure-14.
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Figure

4-13 Authorize the selected bums in a proposed future layer
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r
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Figure 4-14 Flowchart of Approve Selected Bums

The Unappove Bums tool takes an approved bums layer as input and makes a selection
of features by the user. It also calles the Airshed Web Service to set the approval values
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to be false for the selected bums in the remote database. A specific illustration can be
found in Appendix D on page 62.

4.2.3.6 Get BlueSky Meteorological Data
The goal of weather forecasts for spatial burning analysis is to predict how the air qiiality
and wind speed impact prescribed bums. The air quality data is converted into polygons
and the wind speed data is transformed into points to form a pattern on a map. This
establishes the basis for the spatial analysis. Subsequently, based on map visiialization,
the system users can approve or unapprove bums depending on the weather forecast and
burning characteristics. The flowchart in Figure 4-15 demonstrates the execution steps
when getMetData class is called.
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Figure 4-15 Flowchart of Get BlueSky Meteorological Data
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Get Weather Forecast By Date
This tool takes date and time selected by the user as input, calles the BlueSkyMetData
Web Service to get a new dataset, and outputs the meteorological data layers converted
from the dataset in ArcMap.
The arguments for this component are:
•

Input: Date and Time are selected by the user in the BlueSky Weather Forecast
form

•

Date and Time: The date and time selected from the drop list on the client site is
combined and sent to the server via the Web Service. For example: selected
Date=7/23/2004 and Time=l PM, the Web Service gets 7/23/2004 1 PM

• Output: a new polygon layer (Figure 4-14) indicating air quality and a new point
layer (Figure 4-15) representing wind speed are converted from the dataset sent
by the Web Service.

In the present implementation, the integration of components begins when the user clicks
the Get Weather Forecast tool on the custom toolbar in the ArcMap interface (Figure 48). At that moment a form with two parameters. Date and Time, is displayed to allow the
user to select the date and time for which they are requesting meteorological data, as
shown in Figure 4-13. After the parameters are selected, the user can click the Apply
Time button to display the meteorological data at the specified time on the map, which
will join the airshed and prescribed burning layers. There are also +HR, +3HR, -HR, 3HR buttons for easily changing the requested weather forecast times.
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Figure 4-17 A mm5_grid_12icm layer indicating air quality
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UiTn/j;;

Figure 4-18 A mm5_crs_12km layer indicating wind direction and speed

Get Weather Forecast for Airshed
This tool calles the function GetMetDataForAirshed in the Web Service to get three days'
weather forecasts and imports it into the MMSout table in the personal geodatabase on
the user's machine. The data imported into the MMSout table does not contain spatial
references; the system joins the MMSout table with the mm5_grid_12km and
mmS_crs_l2km tables in the mmS library database via Definition Query to display the
air quality and wind speed layers. All data are located on the user's machine, thus the
system performance increases dramatically.
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Chapter 5.

Conclusions, Discussions and Future Worlc

5.1

Conclusions

Based on the Smoke Management GIS System's requirements, available technology, and
license requirements for the ArcGIS application, some custom tools have been designed
and implemented to allow users to view, analyze, and authorize prescribed burnings with
overlaying meteorological data in a customized ArcMap.

This paper first introduces a solution to automatically download meteorological data fi-om
the BlueSky website and import it into the database daily. It identifies the prq)er
architecture that includes two ArctiveX DLLs and a DTS package to bring in the BlueSky
meteorological data fi'om the Web so that the accuracy and effectiveness of the analysis
of prescribed burnings can be improved.

This paper also presents a picture of Web Services. Web Services offer interoperability
and the flexibility to transfer data between different components. Web Services make
publishing, accessing, and analyzing spatial data much easier and less expensive. Two
implemented Web Services, Airshed Web Service and BlueSky Meteorological Data
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Service, are demonstrated and provide access of the remote databases over the hitemet
for the Smoke Management GIS System.

This research also identifies the proper system architecture necessary for building custom
GIS tools. Based on the requirements of the tools, the system implements them as COM
objects, which allow the tools to connect and interact with each other in a defined
manner. The system also provides another component in which the custom tools and
some ESRI standard tools are successfully integrated in a toolbar using COM technology.

The Smoke Management GIS System benefits users by providing an advisory system in
which the meteorological data, the Airshed data, and the custom GIS tools are
successfully integrated for mapping, analyzing, and authorizing prescribed burning in the
local desktop environment.

5.2

Discussions and Future Work

This project's aim is to create practical and easy to use custom tools for prescribed
burning administrators. Therefore, suggestions for improvement and issues for future
research may include the following topics:

• Expanding the weather forecast data
In this work only air quality and wind direction and speed are used in the
prescribed burning analysis; the meteorological data in the presented system does
not have enough information to offer maximimi accuracy in GIS analysis of the
impact of prescribed bums on communities. One possible improvement is to
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import more meteorological data, such as moisture, rain, and lightning to enhance
the accuracy of analysis results.

• Building a Windows application to import meteorological data into the database
on users' machines
Within this work it has been acknowledged that an employment of Web Service
for transferring large amoimts of data may not be realistic because of the time
necessary to convey XML format data over the Intemet. One future prospect is to
build a Windows application to schedule and run this process daily to import
meteorological data into the database on the user's machine. This scenario is
advantageous in that it reduces Intemet traffic and saves time for the user; the
trade-off is the deployment and the maintenance of the application.

•

Developing an efficient intelligent decision support system
hnplementing another system that automatically approves bums according to the
characteristics of the proposed bums, weather forecasts, and seasons would
maximize the benefits from prescribed burnings. The administrators only need to
check the results firom the decision model and make adjustments.

• Using ArcGIS server software: ArcSDE and ArcIMS
ArcGIS server software is revolutionizing the way to display live maps for simple
viewing or more sophisticated analysis via a standard Web browser. ArcSDE is a
gateway between the rest of the ArcGIS system and the Relational Database
Management Systems (RDBMS). This gateway provides support for multi-user
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editing and sophisticated transaction management. ArcIMS is a framework for
distributing GIS capabilities via the Internet or an Intranet; it can serve
preconfigured map graphics for simple display or can stream live GIS data for
more advanced display and analysis. ArcIMS will provide interfaces between GIS
data stored in files and ArcSDE databases, and client applications running on a
remote machine.
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Appendix A: The service description of
Airshed data Web Service

3http://localhost/AirshedDataService/AirshedDataService.asmx?W5DL - Microsoft Internet EKplorer

Fie EdR View Favortes Tods He^
I ^Search jjFavortwt

| ij)- .ut ^

Address http:y/localhost/AH'shedDataService/AirshadD«t«Servlce.asmx?WS[Xr
nivw«6search •
Such
Smiey Certhal ^Curtor Mania

^
{^Gamos

<?xml version="l,0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<definit)ons xmlns:http="http://schemas.Kmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns;soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" xmlns:s="http;//www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:sO="http://localhost/AirshedDataServlce/' xmlns:soapenc="http;//schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xrmlns: tm="http;//microsoft.com/wsdl/mlme/textMatching/"
xrr)lns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
targetNamespace^"http://localhost/AirshedDatoService/' xmlns="http;//schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<types>
<s:schema elementFormDefault= qualified' tdrgetName5pace= http://localhost/AirshedDataService/">
<s:import namespace='http;//www.w3.org/2001/XML8chema" />
<s:element name='GetProposedBumsByDate ">
<s:complexType>
- <s sequencer
<s;element minOccurs="l" maxOccurs="l" name= "proposedOate" type="s:dateTlme' />
</s:s9quence>
</s:comp(exTyp0>
</s:element>
<s; element ndme="Q«tProposedBum5ByDot«R8sponse">
<s: complexT ype>
<s: sequence>
<s:element min0ccurs
maxOccurs
name="GetProposedBumsByDateResult">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element ref="s:schema' />
<s:any />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
</s:sequence>
</s: complexT ype>
</s:element>

="0"

Urks * ;

^Cuttomize

="l"

r"I I ®Localrtranrt

llDone
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zl

Appendix B: Mapping approved bums
1*1

Approved Burn Date

Enter Approved Burns Dale
(Example; mm/dd/yyvy)

OK

I

Cancel

|5k27/2004

The input form to require a date for mapping approved bums

25^^

A approved bums feature layer with customized symbol
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Appendix C: Mapping completed bums

jsl

Burn Date

Enter Completed Burns Date
(Example; mm/dd/vyyy)

OK
Cancel

|5/2G/2004

The input form to require a date for mapping completed bums

A completed bums feature layer with customized symbol
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Appendix D: Unapprove the selected bums in
an approved future layer

airshed
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